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Canada Business Holdings (CBH) Inc. was born as the worst economic crisis in the
history of mankind was in the making. The possibility of that crisis happening on a
global scale was one in ten million years, according to The British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC). It did happen. The World War II economic regime has crashed,
and a new order was born.
When CBH started business in 2007 the crisis was born and then matured in 2008.
Ten years after the crisis, all that past is now history. A new dawn is rising for the next
fifty years of world economy. CBH is taking an active role in shaping the fundamentals
of such system and is helping in making it a reality.
CBH economic and business vision is disruptive, although the origin of the new
system evolved from the existing capital market principles and tools. The strategic
transformation was born form using such building blocks to create a new structure.
CBH identified that the new economy will be population driven and less resource
driven economy. The next top economic powers will emerge from densely populated
nation such as China, India, and Indonesia where young and educated work force is.
People are the new producing and consuming powers in the such markets.
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The business team of CBH could foresee and tell that the Mega Projects are the main
force behind accelerated economic growth. Trivial and marginal projects cannot
create a genuine sustainable economic prosperity under the conditions of the new
economy.
The best mega projects are those integrated with the supply and consumption chain
for the people. Public needs are the new goldmine for business. The best projects
are those tied with Public-Private Partnership in co-ownership with the Governments.
All projects that provide water, food, habitat, security, energy, and utilities for the
human public is better than gold.
CBH designed an economic prosperity process for the people and by the people.
The investment development platform that CBH team designed accelerate the pace
of economic development. The projects designed by CBH are implemented faster,
better and cheaper.
CBH implements reverse economic engineering methods during the PPP project
financial structuring. The goal is to help make the basic living needs, more affordable,
easily accessible, and widely available to the majority of the people. The communities
CBH builds are the place to live, work, and play. Such place is where all the life needs
are available to all and affordable by all.
In the habitat projects that CBH design, the people are the clients, the owners, and
the managers of their own communities. Thus, the people are not marginalised in
their own neighbourhood anymore. They become active participants in leading their
community development and services. People in a township are not just consumers,
but they are producers and service providers. The community residents are
transformed also from being a labour force to become the shareholders and the
business owners.
The mathematical project sustainability modelling that CBH applies, aims at ensuring
the continued viability and feasibility of the project in all market conditions. The
project must be Fail-Safe. Meaning, if the markets crash then the project will not halt,
and the investment will not be lost. The net value of such a project shall remain
positive.
iDOMO is the abbreviation for Invest, Develop (design and build), Own, Manage,
and Operate. iDOMO is the investment-development platform that CBH deploys to
build Public-Private Partnership mega projects in selected world markets. By such
selection, CBH strategy is to minimise business risk and political risk while maximising
profitability and yield for the shareholders.
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The iDOMO investment-development platform is a vital economic necessity more
than before due to the following reasons:
1. The deep budgetary deficit in sovereign nations and inability to meet the
demand for adequate infrastructure spending and to provide the needs of the
people for quality living.
2. The global climate change that forces people to migrate from present metro
cities into habitable areas to survive.
3. The deterioration in the living conditions of the Middle-Class, and the
widening gap between the poor and very-rich in most global societies.
In such global economic conditions prevailing in most countries, the iDOMO PPP
investment-development platform is the ideal solution to fulfill the aspirations of the
people. iDOMO is simultaneously fortifying the middle-class economic security and
stability. It creates, simply and effectively, a stronger stability and security for public
renaissance with sustainable and prolonged economic solutions.
This is the future economy for the next fifty years. The bread, butter, steak and gravy
for the masses.
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